Name of the Technology/Product
Laboratory Name

CSIR-Central Scientific Instruments Organisation,
CSIO (Chennai Centre)

Brief Profile of
Technology/Product

Portable Energy Audit Tool (PEAT)
PEAT incorporating multitasking features of micro
controller and single chip IC’s for comprehensive
measurement of electrical parameters. The PEAT can
log different parameters (electrical energy, temp,
pressure, flow etc.) i.e. by taking signals from the
existing transmitters and enables display of real time
data. Capability to log for 72 days storage of energy &
physical parameters. The data logged in the system
can be downloaded into a PC through a serial port.
The system supports standard MODBUS protocol.
The application software developed on the PC has the
features for establishing the communication with the
data logger, generating off-line trend graph, bar & Pie
chart, on-line data display and graphs, alarm setting.
PEAT is a handy and portable tool for energy auditors
& energy managers for demonstrating and validating
the concepts of energy savings proposal.

Returns/Benefits

5-10% of Energy savings through energy studies and
maintaining the utilities, which can save downtime and
money in terms of productivity.

Validation Level

Field tested/ Transferred the technology

IPR Status [also indicating
the status of the patent (if
any) in 2015]

--

End product price (if not
available, estimated price)

Cost of Development /Rs.8 lakhs
Approx Global Price Varying from Rs.4-8 lakhs
Tentative Market Price Rs. 1.0lakhs
Approx. Market Potential (in Nos.) 100/year

Technology/Product
Collaborator

In house project

Relevance of Technology in
present times

Energy efficiency is one of the key component of
meeting the challenges of energy sector to meet the
demand supply gap. This product will help to improve
the efficiency of many utilities like motors,
compressors etc.

Similar technology/product
developed

This technology is relevant and affordable for industrial
energy audits as it is having both energy and physical
parameters monitoring and logging. Hence many of the
utility efficiency can be caliculated and compared with
the given values.

Picture of the
technology/product (if any,
with good resolution)

